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Crystal adjustment by means of blocking pattern
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A facility is described to record the blocking pattern of a single crystal produced by 400 keV
protons. By this we aim at a reliable, fast, and careful procedure to align single crystals to the
incoming ion beam. The two-dimensional position sensitive detector~2D-PSD! system from
Roentdek GmbH Frankfurt/M, Germany, is based on three microchannel plates arranged in aZ
stack. The essential shortcoming of this detector is its low sensitivity to high energy (.200 keV!
projectiles. To reproduce the pattern formed by 400 keV protons on the 2D-PSD we had to decrease
their energy to a few tens of kiloelectron-volts by a stopping foil of 3.5mm Mylar®. This foil has
the additional advantage of absorbing slow projectiles and sputtered atoms emerging from the
target. On their way to the detector, these slow particles, in case they are charged, would be strongly
influenced by electric fields and would thus obscure the true pattern. At present, our facility allows
us to routinely align crystals for channeling measurements accurately, fast and, for most
applications, with an acceptable amount of radiation damage. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~00!02707-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For investigation of single crystals, ion beam scatter
is still an unrivaled technique in configuration space.
such, it perfectly complements methods that may be b
described in momentum space, like x-ray, electron, neut
and thermal energy atom scattering. Characterization of c
tals by ion beams is mainly based on the interpretation
dips in the backscattering yield when low index planes
axes of the crystal are aligned either with the incoming be
~channeling! or with the direction to the detector~blocking!
or with both ~channeling–blocking!.

An essential precondition for these measurements is
knowledge of the accurate angular orientation of the tar
Commonly, the target is moved within a certain solid an
so that the set of channeling dips in the backscattering y
clearly defines the angular position of the crystal. The
verse procedure may also be applied: The beam enters
crystal in a random direction and a small detector scan
corresponding solid angle giving the blocking pattern. A
consequence of the rule of reversibility,1 blocking can be
treated the same way as channeling.

The problem is that aligning the target by ions prior
the actual measurement always induces radiation damag
the target that might not be negligible. This contributi
deals with an optimization of this aligning procedure. T
avoid time-consuming readjustment of the three axes g
ometer where the target is mounted we want to obtain
information about the angular orientation from a single m
surement with both the target crystal and the detector at fi
angular positions.

a!Electronic mail: ellmer@exphys.uni-linz.ac.at
2690034-6748/2000/71(7)/2693/5/$17.00
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II. OPTIMIZATION

First we had to decide between channeling and block
geometry. In Fig. 1 we show an idealized universal layo
where—at least on principle—both procedures can be p
formed. It is obvious that for channeling~labeled C in the
figure! we need a position sensitive detector~PSD! to know
for each particle scattered into the detector the direction
flight before hitting the target. This PSD has to be of tran
mission type and has to manage up to 109 projectiles per
second. Since these specifications cannot be met by any
isting detector we had to confine ourselves to blocking~la-
beled B in Fig. 1!.

To obtain the blocking pattern~also called protonogram
i.e., ionogram with protons! on the PSD, the impact coordi
nates of the particles scattered from the target have to
determined. We therefore can use a standard PSD and c
follow the principle suggested by Fig. 1. However, in gene
one has no convergent beam to average over a sufficie
large solid angle but a parallel beam at some random di
tion of the crystal. Following Lindhard1 one can argue tha
there should be no essential difference in the result of b
layouts. Hence, we tested a commercial two-dimensional
sition sensitive detector~2D-PSD! for its capability to regis-
ter blocking patterns obtained with 400 keV protons. T
device was intended to be installed and is now installed
the target chamber of our 180° backscattering assem
APIS ~Assembly forP-Scattering2! to simplify target adjust-
ment.

There are two sorts of 2D-PSDs available. The optim
solution would be an energy dispersive and position sensi
semiconductor detector.3 Detectors like these have been us
in high energy physics, e.g., to measure fission lifetimes
function of excitation energy.4 According to the method in
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2694 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 7, July 2000 Ellmer et al.
which position information is obtained, we can distingui
essentially two types: the pixel detector where the dete
active area is divided in pixels and the pixel pitch size giv
the position resolution. These detectors show high ene
resolution and manage very high counting rates. Howe
each pixel cell has to contain a complete signal proces
chain. So the essential shortcoming is the large amoun
electronics—there might be as many as 288 CMOS read
chips.5 In contrast, for resistive layer and drift detectors t
information is obtained from resistive charge division
from drift time to the electrodes. The most common 2D-P
in high energy physics employs resistive charge division.
instance, the spatial resolution of a 50350 mm2 square de-
tector for 40 MeV He projectiles is 1.4 mm, corresponding
1225 pixels. However, a scaling law states that the posi
resolution depends on the inverse of the total energy de
ited in the active volume of the detector. In fact, for 400 ke
He ions one measures the quite poor spatial resolution o
mm,6 which corresponds formally to 1 pixel. These data a
ply to an active thickness of 300mm, resistive active area o
18 000 V cm and 1020 pF detector capacitance with fo
resistive strips each between two corners.

The alternative 2D-PSD is based on microchannel pla
~MCPs!. To get high amplification either two MCPs ar
mounted chevron like or three MCPs in aZ stack.7 They are
supported by a ceramic disk with a germanium layer on
side facing the MCP and with a position sensitive wed
and-strip~WS! anode on the other. More details on the co
struction and on the operating conditions will be discusse
Sec. III. The MCPs are operated at a maximum voltage
1000 V per unit. As signal processing to get undistorted tw
dimensional information is rather delicate it is recommend
to operate the assembly with the MCP output side close
ground potential; consequently, the input side of the topm
MCP is negatively charged, in our case to22700 V.

The most prominent drawback of the MCP is the stro
and nonmonotonic energy dependence of its detec
efficiency.8 A maximum of about 85% is found for 2 keV
protons. Going down in energy, one finds a threshold9 at
some hundreds of electron volts, depending on the pro
tile’s mass~for 500 eV protonse'5%). With increasing
energy the efficiencye decreases in the first instance slow
~for 50 keV e'60%) but for still higher energiese goes

FIG. 1. Idealized experimental layout where both target adjustment by c
neling and by blocking can be performed in a single run.
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down rather fast (e'4% for 200 keV ande,2% for 400
keV!. Unfortunately, the blocking dips are best develop
for projectiles backscattered near the surface of the crysta
that they have energies close to the primary energyE0

5400 keV.
We want to show by simple estimates that due to

poor efficiency of the MCPs for fast projectiles and to
electric field acting on the way from the target to the det
tor, that the layout according to version B of Fig. 1 will n
work. In these experiments, the target was a tungsten si
crystal with its surface cut parallel to the~111! plane. It is
charged to1130 V to prevent secondary electrons fro
leaving the target. The 2D-PSD subtends a solid angle
Vdet50.076 sr. But due to an electric field extending fro
the target~1130 V! to the input side of the PSD~22700 V!
the effective solid angle for low energy, positively charg
particles will be significantly larger. There are two species
particles hitting the detector, backscattered protons or hyd
gen atoms and sputtered W atoms or positively charged1

ions, respectively. We estimate the magnitude of the in
vidual contributions on the following assumptions. For a 4
keV beam the energies of backscattered projectiles ra
from 0 to 393 keV and their number is10 about Np'100
31026 per incoming proton. The backscattering spectru
n(E) is assumed to have a 1/AE dependence, not only at low
energies11 but for 0,E,kE0 , so that

n~E!5Np /~2AkE0E!, ~1!

with k the kinematic factor. Sputtered target atoms~W! have
energies in the electron volt region;12 their yield per 400 keV
proton is13 aboutNs'231026. Finally, at low energies the
fraction of charged particles exiting a ’’dirty’’ oxidized W
surface is14 '10% for both W1 ions and protons.

Now the problem can best be seen when we consider
image on the 2D-PSD as composed of five distributions
follows. ~i! High energy projectiles, i.e., protons with ene
gies .200 keV. In brackets we give the approximate pro
ability for an incoming projectile to be either reflected with
given energy or to eject a target particle, both in a giv
charge state. For example, for this contribution we multip
the backscattering yield of 0.01 with the relative solid ang
V rel50.076/(2p)'0.01, by 0.29—that is the fraction of th
spectrum between 200 and 393 keV, by 1, as all project
are charged, and finally with the efficiency of 0.03 averag
over the respective energy interval. We get 0.931026

protons/projectile. These protons are practically not infl
enced by the electric field and hence yield the undistor
blocking pattern.~ii ! Positively charged, low energy projec
tiles, i.e., protons with energies,1 keV (4031026 protons/
projectile!. They are accelerated toward the PSD and he
are detected with maximum efficiency of'85%. They pro-
duce a distorted pattern that is determined by the elec
field and is completely dissimilar to a blocking pattern~e.g.,
in our geometry a small square is formed!. ~iii ! Positively
charged, sputtered W1 ions (1531026 W1 ions/projectile!.
They behave similarly to low energy protons, i.e., their im
pact pattern does not at all reflect blocking~our result is a
wormlike intensity distribution split at one end!. ~iv! Protons
with 1 keV,E,10 keV (331026 protons/projectile! con-

n-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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2695Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 7, July 2000 Crystal blocking pattern
tribute to item~ii !. We treat them separately as only a fra
tion of backscattered protons is focused onto the PSD.~v!
The rest of the particles that are detected are subsumed u
this item. They produce a more or less uniform backgrou
We summarize: The probability for a projectile to contribu
to a clear blocking pattern (0.931026) is only 1.6% of the
probability to contribute to a distorted pattern (5831026).
To get rid of that part of the image, all low energy particl
have to be absorbed by a foil.

The usual idea of inserting a grid15 or a foil16 in front of
the PSD is to increase the MCP efficiency: On the one ha
secondary electrons from the interchannel web of the M
are repelled and, on the other hand, electrons knocked o
the foil by projectiles are accelerated onto the MCP, th
raising its overall efficiency. Evidently, the foil has to b
negatively charged with respect to the PSD, just the oppo
of our case. The purpose of our foil is quite different: A lar
fraction of the spectrum at lower energies is absorbed and
energy of the high energy particles is shifted toward regi
of high detection efficiency. In contrast to the target, wh
we had to consider both backscattered and sputtered
ticles, we can here ignore sputtered particles~in our case Al
atoms! in comparison to the great number of transmitted p
jectiles.

III. REALIZATION

In Fig. 2 we show the actual arrangement of the detec
assembly. At the input side of the detector at a distance
mm we have mounted a 3.5mm stopping foil made from
Mylar®, both sides covered with a thin Al layer. The tot
thickness has been chosen to stop protons with energies
than 320 keV. The three MCPs are selected for equal re
tance so that the voltage drop across each MCP is abou
same. They have an active diameter of 45 mm and a th
ness of 1 mm. The electrons exiting the third MCP are
celerated by 500 V toward a germanium layer on a 2-m
thick ceramic substrate. On the rear surface of the ceram
wedge-and-strip anode is applied~see Fig. 3!. The structure
of the anode is rather coarse. Hence, the signal of the e
trons leaving the last MCP has to be spread out over m

FIG. 2. Side view of the two-dimensional position sensitive detector
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than one period of this structure to give a smooth dep
dence of the electronic signals on impact position. In p
this is achieved by the acceleration gap between MCP
germanium anode where the electron cloud expands an
part by the capacitive coupling between the intermediate g
manium anode and the WS anode. By optimization of th
parameters the spatial resolution can be as small as 60mm.
To suppress the large background due to electrons releas
the rim of the detector by spikes of the electric fields, w
reduced the active area of the MCP to 41.5 mm.

The position of the detected particles is encoded
charge sensitive amplifiers connected to the wedge~W!, strip
~S!, and~in between! the meander~M! contacts of the anode
~Fig. 3! and can be easily transformed from the digitiz
signals into Cartesian coordinates (x,y) by the following
algorithm:17,18

x52S/~W1S1M!, y52W/~W1S1M!. ~2!

The center of the PSD is positioned in the horizontal plane
a scattering angle of 135° relative to the incoming beam. T
detector is mounted on a linear feedthrough in radial dir
tion to vary its solid angle. In stand-by position, the detec
is drawn back from the target and can be covered by a sh
The whole system is built on a CF100 flange and can
removed as a whole. The entire detector is bakable up
523 K.

A Roentdek 4 kV dual power supply provides the bi
voltages. The anode structure is floating but could be op
ated with any appropriate voltage via the threefold cha
sensitive Roentdek preamplifier. The outputs of the amp
ers are connected to three Ortec 472A spectroscopy am
ers and fed further into three Canberra ADCs 8701~Wilkin-
son type!. Our M4D list mode recording system,19 mounted
on a board to be inserted into a PC, reads the digitized
nals and writes them together with the ADC number, cor
sponding to S, W, and M, and the time of occurrence on h
disk. The intrinsic time resolution is 100 ns. By this, one c
off-line select coherent events of the three ADCs by a
arbitrary coincidence condition. The performance of the s
tem is restricted by the conversion times of the ADCs a
the signal rise time of the preamplifiers, so the rate has to

FIG. 3. Sketch of the wedge and strip anodes. Meander is called the res
area in between.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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lower than 10 kHz. The detector itself sets a limit at 50 k
and the M4D system manages a mean transfer rate of 70
events/s and a peak transfer rate of 500 000 events/s.
accidental coincidences of our system are lower than
events/s.

In Fig. 4 we show the blocking pattern of 400 keV pr
tons on a tungsten single crystal with a~111! plane almost
parallel to the detector. The intersection of the different lin
@~110! and ~211! planes# corresponds to thê111& direction.
In the lower part on the left-hand side, one can resolve pla
with indices up to~321!. We have obtained this pattern wit
the target exposed to a beam of 0.5 nA for 300 s. The res
ing list file had a size of 45 Mbytes~!!, which was scanned
for coincidences and converted into a graphic representa
within 50 s using a PC with Intel Pentium MMX 200 MH
processor and standard hard disk. To improve the linearit
the transformation we corrected for the capacative coup
between the anode structures. The resulting image h
~rather arbitrarily chosen! size of 2013201 pixels ~646
kbytes!.

In Fig. 5 we show a channeling dip together with t
corresponding blocking dip as derived from the protonogr
of Fig. 4. The width of the channeling dip ('1° or 60.5°)
is hardly influenced by the divergence of the incoming bea
which is shaped by two collimators of 1.2 and 0.8 mm
diameter, 2450 mm apart; we get a divergence of60.023°.
Contrary to channeling, the width of the blocking dip is a
fected by the divergence of the projectiles coming from
beam spot~2.3 mm diameter! and hitting the detector within
a circle corresponding to its spatial resolution. The dista
of the PSD from the target is 133 mm. We want to point o
that due to multiple angular scattering in the foil an ad
tional spatial resolutionDr has to be present. Assumin
most of the particles leave the target within645°, we have
Dr'61 mm. If we neglect for the momentDr, simply the
beam spot is responsible for a divergence of60.5° which
can almost alone be made responsible for the broader bl
ing dip (61.1°). This can be explained in the followin

FIG. 4. Blocking pattern of 400 keV protons~called protonogram! onto
tungsten with a~111! plane almost parallel to the detector surface. Pla
with indices up to~321! can be clearly resolved.
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way. Multiple scattering primarily affects slow projectiles.
they are charged they will be immediately directed towa
the topmost MCP and hit the MCP close to the nomin
impact position. Only if they are neutral will they slightl
obscure the pattern, e.g., make the shoulders on both sid
the dip less pronounced.

To get the three angles to feed the execution program
the goniometer we fit straight lines to the major planes
means of a least-squares algorithm. From the intersectio
these lines on the image we can calculate the relevant an
For targets with slanted front and back surfaces a sec
protonogram taken under an azimuthal rotation of 180° gi
the correct position. With the known orientation of a te
crystal fixed by conservative methods we could determ
the dispersion of the image: in the case of Fig. 5 there
12.3 pixels per degree.

In summary, we are now able to adjust the angular
sition of each crystal with an accuracy of1/20.09°. Mean-
while, this two-dimensional position sensitive detector h
become a standard device in our target chamber where
vestigations of single crystals by ion scattering are routin
carried through.
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